INTRODUCTION
Many of the periodic sounds that we hear in everyday life contain both low-frequency harmonics, which are resolved by the peripheral auditory system, and highfrequency harmonies, which are not. The cues available for pitch perception differ between these two types of harmonic. For resolved harmonics, although the excitation pattern has pronounced peaks at each harmonic frequency, no single auditory filter has unambiguous information about the fundamental frequency (F0) of the stimulus, so some form of across-channel combination of information is required (Goldstein, 1973 ; Meddis and Hewitt, 1991a, b; Moore, 1989; Patterson, 1987; Piszczalski and Galler, 1979; Srulovicz and Goldstein, 1983; Terhardt, 1974; Terhardt et al., 1982) . In contrast, when several unresolved harmonics interact within a single auditory filter, the output of that filter repeats at a rate equal to F0, and so pitch can be directly determined from within-channel cues, even One way of studying pitch mechanisms is to perform discrimination experiments to measure the accuracy with which a harmonic, or group of harmonics, is encoded (e.g., Cullen etal., 1986; Hoekstra, 1979; Houtsma and Smurzynski, 1990; Moore and Glasberg, 1988; Moore et al., 1984) . Thresholds for detecting changes in F0 when the stimulus comprises only low harmonics are much lower than when the stimulus comprises only high harmonics (Cullen et al., 1986; Hoekstra, 1979; Houtsma and Smurzynski, 1990). With the exception of Hoekstra's (1979) study, however, increasing harmonic number (and hence decreasing resolvability) was also confounded with increasing harmonic frequency, so it is not possible to determine whether the increase in threshold was due to reducing resolvability or to increasing spectral frequency. Hoekstra's (1979) study orthogonally varied F0 and the spectral region in which the harmonics were presented, and found that harmonic number, and hence resolvability, was the critical variable. In addition to these studies, Moore and colleagues (Moore and Glasberg, 1986 ; Moore eta!., 1985a,b; Moore and Ohgushi, 1993) found that the ability to hear a harmonic out from a complex, or simply detect that it was mistuned, was better for resolved than for unresolved harmonics, although absolute frequency of the harmonic was also found to be important (el.
Hartmann et al., 1990).
Another approach has been to perform pitch matching experiments for stimuli where the envelope repetition rate differs from F0, and for which different putative mechanisms would be expected to produce different pitches (Flanagan and Guttman, 1960a Warren and Wrightson, 1981) . These experiments showed that, for low F0's, the pitch reported corresponded to the envelope periodicity, whereas the pitch reported for high F0's corresponded to the F0. However, the difficulty in interpreting these results is that they mainly use wideband stimuli, and so any analysis based upon the hypothesized resolution of components also requires an estimate of which spectral region dominates the pitch extraction process.
In this paper we obtain measures both of pitch perception, through pitch-matching experiments, and of F0 encoding accuracy, through three different discrimination paradigms. In all experiments we orthogonally vary F0 and the spectral region in which harmonics are presented, so that harmonic resolution and spectral frequency elI•ets can be uncoupled. Measurements are made using both sine-and alternating-phase stimuli, so that mechanisms sensitive to temporal structure can be studied. Frequencymodulated ("FM") stimuli are used in the present study for two reasons. First, a companion study (Carlyon and Shackleton, 1994 ) required measures of the encoding accuracy of FM stimuli. Second, as it is not obvious what the best measure of encoding accuracy is for these stimuli, the opportunity is taken to compare three different measures.
I. GENERAL METHOD
All stimuli were harmonic series that were frequency modulated (before filtering) at a rate of 2.5 Hz, were of 400-ms duration (1 cycle of FM), and were gated on and off with 5-ms raised-cosine ramps. They were bandpass filtered using a pair of cascaded Kemo VBF25.03 filters (one high pass, one low pass, 48 dB/oet each), attenuated (Expt. 1: Tucker-Davis Technologies PA3, other expts: Wilsonits PATT), and fed into one input of a summing headphone amplifier. The levels of all components with frequencies in the filter passbands were 50 dB SPL. A 10-kHz-wide pink noise was presented continuously; its spectrum level in dB SPL was 22.8 at 500 Hz, 20.2 at 1000 Hz, 17.2 at 2000 Hz, and 13.8 at 4000 Hz. All stimuli were presented through the right earpiece of a Sennheiser HD414SL headset, and were monitored using an HP3561A spectrum analyzer.
The stimuli, before filtering, consisted of the fundamental and consecutive harmonics of a complex tone, summed either in sine phase (SINE) or in alternating sine and cosine phase (ALT: harmonics with frequencies which were odd multiples of the fundamental were in sine phase, and even multiples were in cosine phase). Three different spectral regions were used, a LOW region, obtained by setting the filter cutoffs to 125 and 625 Hz (3 dB down points), a MID region (1375 to 1875 Hz), and a HIGH region (3900 to 5400 Hz). The number of harmonics prior to filtering depended on F0, but was such that all harmonies up to 8125 Hz were present. In experiment 1, the signal source was a Macintosh II computer fitted with a Digidesign Audiomedia DSP card. The stimulus was generated in real time at a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz by interpolating from a look-up table waveform comprising 60 harmonics, and was played out through a 16-bit DAC via an on-card reconstruction filter (Russell and Darwin, 1991) . In subsequent experiments the signal was played out through a CED 1401 laboratory interface (12-bit DAC) at a sampling rate of 20 kHz, before being low-pass filtered at 8.6 kHz (Kemo VBF25.01, 135 dB/oet). The stimuli were generated in advance and stored on hard disk.
A total of 14 listeners took part in the different experiments. Their absolute thresholds at octave frequencies between 250 and 8000 Hz were within 15 dB of the standard (1969 ANSI). Listener TS was the first author. Listeners were tested individually in an IAC single-walled soundattenuating booth within a large single-walled soundattenuating room.
II. PHASE EFFECTS IN PITCH PERCEPTION
The experiments reported in this section investigated the effect on the pitch of a stimulus of playing it in alternating phase, as opposed to sine phase, as a function of F0 and of spectral content. Waveform-based theories (Schouten, 1940 (Schouten, , 1970 predict that the doubling of waveform peaks which occurs when a harmonic series is put in ALT phase should increase its pitch by an octave relative to that of an otherwise-identical SINE-phase stimulus. In contrast, "pattern recognition" theories (Goldstein, 1973;  ai S'iNE phase1250 Hz , 1982) state that pitch is derived from the power spectrum, and make predictions that are independent of phase. Our prediction was that the dependence of pitch on phase would be determined by the degree to which the components of the complex were resolved by the peripheral auditory system (Moore, 1977) . There are clear secondary peaks observable in the high-frequency filter for the ALT stimulus compared with the SINE stimulus, whereas there is little difference (apart from a constant phase shift) between the waveforms passed through the low-frequency filter for ALT and SINE stimuli. It is on this basis that we would predict pitch increases of an octave for unresolved harmonics in ALT phase, but not for resolved harmonics. Experiment 1 used pitch matching to test these predictions, whereas experiment 2 used a more efficient method of pitch preference determination to obtain more precise information about the transition region between the two modes.
A. Experiment 1. Pitch matching
Method
Eight untrained listeners took part in a pitch-matching experiment. They had a wide range of musical experience. The only difference musical experience appeared to make was that musicians tended to find matches more quickly, but not more precisely, than the nonmusicians. Pitch matches were obtained using the method of adjustment. Listeners were presented with either a SINE or an ALT stimulus at a fixed F0, followed by a SINE stimulus whose TABLE I. Geometric mean of pitch matches expressed as a ratio of the match frequency to target frequency. The figure; in brackets are the standard deviations expressed as a percentage of the mean ratio. Table I Experiment 1 showed that pitch matches were grouped around F0 and 2F0, and that the transition between these two matches was linked to harmonic resolvability. Experiment 2 examined the transition region between F0 and 2F0 matching in more detail, and required listeners to state which of two SINE-phase stimuli played at F0 and 2F0 had a pitch more similar to that of an ALT-phase stimulus played at F0. When the harmonies were unresolved it was predicted that listeners would choose the 2F0 SINE stimulus, whereas when the harmonics were resolved it was predicted that the F0 SINE stimulus would be preferred. The new method had two advantages over that used in experiment 1. First, it was faster because we needed information only on which of two possible pitches was more similar to the reference, rather than requiring listeners to spend time making a more precise adjustment. This allowed us to obtain fine-grained information on the transition region, by studying a large number of F0's, fairly quickly. Second, unlike the case where a listener matches the pitch of a complex to twice its fundamental, a pitch preference cannot be attributed to an "octave error," but demonstrates conclusively that the dominant pitch was near the octave.
Each trial consisted of three stimuli. The first was always in ALT phase played at F0, the second and third were SINE-phase stimuli played at F0 and 2F0 in a randomized order. Listeners were required to judge which of the second and third stimuli had the pitch more nearly equal to the first stimulus. Listeners were allowed to indicate that they were unable to make a decision. The FM imposed on the harmonic complexes had a rate of 2. 
Results
The difference between the percentage of presentations upon which 2F0 and F0 were the preferred pitches is shown in Fig. 3 . The results for different spectral regions are shown in different panels, and for different listeners as separate lines within a panel. Positive values indicate that 2F0 was the preferred pitch, whereas negative values indicate that F0 was the preferred pitch. In the LOW region, F0 was the preferred pitch for all F0's, whereas in the HIGH region 2F0 was the preferred pitch for all F0's. In the MID region, at low F0's, 2F0 was the preferred pitch, whereas at high F0's, F0 was the preferred pitch. The range of F0's where there was a transition, and an unclear pitch, varied slightly between listeners, but always included the region around 125 Hz. Guttman and Flanagan, 1964; Rosenberg, 1965) who asked listeners to match the pitch of a pulse train in which all pulses had the same polarity to the pitch of a test stimulus, in which additional pulses of the opposite polarity were inserted between adjacent pulses of the original stimulus. This manipulation did not affect the F0 of the complex, but increased the pulse rate. At low F0's ( < 100 Hz), listeners matched a pitch equal to the pulse rate, whereas at high F0's ( > 200 Hz) listeners matched the F0 (Flanagan and Guttman, 1960a,b) . In between these rates there was a region where the pitch was ambiguous. A similar result was obtained by Warren and Wrightson ( 1981 ) , who used stimuli consisting of repeated segments of noise, where alternate segments could be either identical or phase inverted. They also found that, at high repetition rates ( > I00 Hz), phase did not affect the reported pitch, whereas at low rates ( < 50 Hz) it did. The region of ambiguous pitch found by Flanagan and Guttman ( 100 to 200 Hz) is similar to that found by us in the MID region ( 105 to 148 Hz), suggesting that their listenters were attending to pitch processes in a similar spectral region to that used by us in the MID reg:ion ( 1375 to 1875 Hz). This region is somewhat higher th•an the commonly accepted "dominance region" for pitch (e.g., Plomp, 1967 There is tentative evidence for a similar effect in our data.:
For example, Fig. 2(g) , which shows the distribution of matches to an ALT-phase stimulus with a 62.5-Hz F0 exhibits several peaks below the octave, anti similar multiple peaks can be seen in other panels. However, we would not like to read too much into these data, since they are based on relatively low numbers of matches per histogram bin, so the troughs between peaks might be due., to random fluctuations.
It is particularly apparent in Fig. 2(e) and (i) , and to a lesser extent in Fig. 2(g ) and (h) that matches near the octave tend to be flat. Such systematic deviations have been observed both for pure and, less stron.gly, for complex tones, but the deviation is in the opposi•:e direction, with the higher-pitched tone being matched slil;htly sharp of the octave (e.g., Sundberg and Lindqvist, 19'73). It is difficult to adapt the theories which have been suggested to account for this "octave stretch" phenomenon (Ohgushi, 1983; Terhardt, 1974) Fig. 3 shows that there is some evidence that pitch is becoming ambiguous (at least for one listener), and hence, according to our analysis, the harmonics need to be partially resolved.
To some extent, the finding that our definition can account for the pattern of results observed in experiment 2 is not surprising, as our definition of filter bandwidth was selected with these data in mind. However, we will show in Sec. IV A that the same definition can also account for the interaction between F0 and spectral region obtained in the three discrimination paradigms of experiments 3-5.
III. COMPARATIVE MEASURES OF PITCH ENCODING ACCURACY
Experiments I and 2 demonstrated that there is a difference between the perception evoked by resolved and by unresolved harmonics: Only complexes consisting of unresolved harmonics evoke a pitch which is sensitive to the periodicity of the envelope, and which increases by an octave when the harmonics are summed in ALT phase, compared to when they are summed in SINE phase. The experiments cannot reveal whether the pitch evoked by resolved harmonics is sensitive to the filtered envelope periodicities or to their spectral pattern, because envelope periodicity is not altered by the relative phases of harmonics until there are at least three harmonics per filter (Moore, 1977) . All that can be concluded about the processing of resolved harmonics is that it ignores phase information between different auditory filters. In experiments 3 to 5 we compare the accuracy of the encoding of groups of resolved and unresolved harmonics, using stimuli identical to those in experiments 1 and 2. The different experiments do so by measuring FMTs, FMDDTs, and FDLs, respectively.
A. Experiment 3. Thresholds for detecting frequency modulation ("FMTs")

Method
Stimuli were presented using a 2I, 2AFC procedure with feedback. In one interval the stimulus was presented with no frequency modulation and in the other interval the stimulus was frequency modulated at 2.5-Hz rate and variable depth. Listeners were required to indicate which interval contained the frequency-modulated stimulus. Thresholds were obtained using Levitt In Sec. II C we showed that whether ALT-phase stimuli were perceived as having a pitch ofF0 or 2F0 depended upon whether fewer than 2, or more than 3.25 harmonics, respectively, interacted within a single auditory filter (defined by its 10-dB-down bandwidth). We used these cutoff points as criteria for whether stimulus harmonics were resolved, or unresolved, respectively. The same rule can also be applied to the discriminability of SINE-phase stimuli, where low thresholds occur for stimuli with F0 and spectral region combinations which our analysis calculates to result in resolved harmonics, whereas high thresholds occur under conditions where we calculate there are unresolved or partially resolved harmonics. For example, FDLs (solid symbols in Fig. 7) are all below 1.5% for resolved stimuli, as defined by our criterion, with all other thresholds above 2.5%. Similar dichotomies can be applied to the FMTs (Fig. 5) and to the FMDDTs (Fig. 6) ., 1984, 1985b) . It would therefore appear that to be able to perceptually segregate a harmonic from its companion harmonics requires a greater harmonic separation than we estimate from our tasks. This does not invalidate our findings, but does suggest that the critical separation at which harmonics appear to interact within individual auditory filters (i.e., become unresolved) depends upon the paradigm and therefore the definition of resolvability may be task dependent.
Patterson (1987) asked listeners to discriminate between a harmonic complex in cosine phase and one in which the phase of alternate harmonics was changed between cosine phase and a variable phase. The variable phase was adjusted until listeners were correct 90% of the time. Fundamental frequency and the lowest harmonic used were varied orthogonally, so performance can be linked directly to harmonic resolution. It was found that the phase threshold was lower the less resolved the stimulus harmonics were, although thresholds tended to be larger for higher F0's, even when comparing complexes with similar resolvability. Our criterion does not work so well for these stimuli. Although it is true that the thresholds obtained by Patterson were higher for stimuli with a resolution better than two harmonics/filter than for stimuli with a resolution poorer than three harmonics/filter, equal performance did not always follow from equal resolution. We have no convincing explanation for 'this failure. However, Patterson argued that the detection of the phase change was mediated by small perturbations in the minima of the waveform, so it is possible that a model which takes into account the attenuation of the outer harmonics for resolutions of around three harmonics/filter may be more successful. 7(a) ]. The point to notice is that the fine structure of the summary autocorrelation has the same period for both F0's (this is characteristic of the highest frequency component in the signal), and that the ratio of the amplitudes of the main peak to the secondary peaks is approximately the same for both F0's (or slightly larger at 88.4 Hz).
B. Comparison of three different measures of discriminability
Moore ( 
D. Summary
The results presented here demonstrate two different modes of pitch perception. One mode occurs with stimuli comprising unresolved harmonies, whereas the other occurs with stimuli comprising resolved harmonics. Pitchpreference and pitch-matching experiments revealed that summing unresolved harmonics in alternating phase caused their pitch to increase by an octave relative to that of otherwise-identical sine-phase stimuli, whereas this was not the case for resolved harmonics. A simple rule, defining whether or not a given group of harmonics was resolved, could account for the results of the pitch experiments. The rule was that, when fewer than two harmonics occurred, on average, within the 10-dB bandwidth of an auditory filter then the stimulus harmonics were effectively resolved; whereas when there were more than 3.25 harmonics/filter then they were effectively unresolved. In between there was a transition region. The same definition of resolvability could also account for the results of three different experiments which aimed to measure the discriminability of F0 differences. For each of the three measures (FM detection thresholds, FMTs; FM direction discrimination thresholds, FMDDTs; and frequency difference limens, FDLs), thresholds were higher with unresolved than with resolved harmonics. For stimuli of borderline resolvability, summing harmonies in alternating phase led to an unclear pitch, and greatly increased FDLs and FMDDTs, but only slightly increased FMTs. It therefore appears that, when detecting FM, listeners are able to use some cue, other than pitch changes, which is not available when detecting static
